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What is a neutrino? 
•  Stable Elementary Particle – 3 over 6 constituents of (stable) matter 
•  No electric charge – cannot see it 
•  Very little interaction with matter – goes through the Earth unscathed 
•  Has very little mass – less than 1 millionth of electron’s mass 
•  Lots of them throughout – 100 million in your body any time!  
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First	Detec*on	(1954	–	1956)	

Fred	Reines	
(1918	–	1998)	
Nobel	prize	1995	

Clyde	Cowan	
(1919	–	1974)	
	 Detector	prototype	
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First evidences of anomalies in the neutrino field 
arrived from solar neutrinos (end of ‘60 and ‘70)  

p + e- + p → 2H + νe p + p → 2H + e+ + νe 

pp chain  

2H + p → 3He +  γ 

3He + 3He → 4He + 2p 3He + p → 4He + e+ + νe 

3He + 4He → 7Be + γ

7Be + e- → 7Li + νe  7Be + p → 8B + γ  

8B → 8Be* + e+ + νe   

8Be* → 24He 

7Li + p → 24He 

12C + p → 13N + γ 13N → 13C + e+ + νe 

15N + p → 12C + 2He 13C + p → 14N + γ

15O → 15N + e+ + νe
14N + p → 15O + γ 

15N + p → 16O + γ 
17O + p → 14N + 4He

16O + p → 17F + γ 17F → 17O + e+ + νe 

CNO cycle  

(pp) (pep) 

(hep) 

(8B) 

(7Be) 

(15O) 

  (13N) 

  (17F) 

0.13% 99.87% 

15% 

85% 2 × 10-5% 

99.6% 0.4% 

99.9% 

0.1% 

The solar ν are produced in the nuclear reactions in the solar core: 

4p → α + 2e+ + 2νe + 26.7 MeV 



Neutrinos	from	the	Sun	

Reac%on-	
chains	

Energy	
26.7	MeV	

Helium 

Solar	radia%on:	98	%		light	
																																2	%		neutrinos	
At	Earth	66	billion	neutrinos/cm2	sec	

Hans Bethe (1906�2005, Nobel prize 1967) 
Thermonuclear reaction chains (1938) 



Solar Neutrino Spectrum 
•  Many fusion processes in the sun lead to ν’s 
•  Solar model predicts flux 

–  From solar luminosity, 
main pp neutrino flux 
known to 1% 

–  7Be and 8B neutrinos 
10% to 20% 
uncertainties 

Solar neutrino flux in SSM  

Source                       Flux  
                            (1010 cm-2 s-1) 

    pp                            6.0 
   pep                          0.014 
   hep                         8 × 10-7 
   7Be                           0.47 
    8B                         5.8 × 10-4 
   13N                           0.06 
   15O                           0.05 
   17F                        5.2 × 10-4 



Proposing	the	First	Solar	Neutrino	Experiment	

John	Bahcall	
1934	–	2005	

Raymond	Davis	Jr.	
1914	–	2006	



First	Measurement	of	Solar	Neutrinos	

600	tons	of	
Perchloroethylene	

	Homestake	solar	neutrino	
	observatory	(1967–2002)	

Inverse	beta	decay	
of	chlorine	



2002	Physics	Nobel	Prize	for	Neutrino	Astronomy	

Ray	Davis	Jr.	
(1914–2006)	

Masatoshi	Koshiba	
(*1926)	

“for	pioneering	contribu%ons	to	astrophysics,	in	
par%cular	for	the	detec%on	of	cosmic	neutrinos”	



The 37Cl experiment 
•  Reaction    :  νe + 37Cl  → e- + 37Ar                              Ethr = 0.814 MeV 

•  Exp. site    :  gold mine of Homestake (4100 m.w.e.) 

•  Target        :  615 tons of C2Cl4  ,   2.2 × 1030 atoms of 37Cl  

•  σc              :  5 × 10-46 cm2   @  1 MeV 
                             10-41 cm2            @  15 MeV 
•  Procedure  : 
-  35-150 days of exposition with 0.1 cm3 of 

STP of either 36Ar or 38Ar; 
-  Ar removed by flushing He; 
-  Ar purified by gaschromatography and getters; 
-  37Ar inserted into proportional counters for 

measuring (EC decay of  37Ar, T1/2=35.04 
days); 

-  analysis with mass spectrometers to measure 
the amount of the extracted 36Ar or 38Ar 

It is not sensitive to 
νpp but to    (8B)ν 



Results	of	Chlorine	Experiment		
(Homestake)	

Average (1970-1994)   2.56 ± 0.16stat ± 0.16sys  SNU 
 
Theoretical Prediction 6-9 SNU 
 
“Solar Neutrino Problem” since 1968  

Average rate 

1 SNU = 10-36 capture/atom/s 



Kamiokande 
confirms the deficit of high energy solar ν  

•  Reaction    :  ν + e- → ν + e-                             exp. Thr.: E = 7.5 MeV 
•  Exp. site    :  Kamioka  mine (2700 m.w.e.) 
•  Target        :  680 tons of H2O (fiducial volume) ,   2.27 × 1032  e- 

→  charged particles detected by Cerenkov light 

Identification of 
events due to νe: 

Rexpected = 0.3 events/days/680 tons      
( >10 MeV) 

(trigger/signal) > 105  

Sensitive to (8B)ν 

Data/SSM  =   

Kam. II and III: 

06.006.050.0 ±±

•  low energy events 
•  fiducial volume cut (γ,n) 
•  cosmic rays cut 
•  correlation Earth-Sun 



Georg	Raffelt,	MPI	Physics,	Munich	 	ISAPP	2011,	3/8/11,	Varenna,	Italy		

Cherenkov	Effect	

Water 

Elas%c	sca]ering	or	
CC	reac%on	

Light 

Light	

Cherenkov	
Ring	

Electron	or	Muon	
(Charged	Par%cle)	



T1/2=11.43	days	





T1/2=11.43	days	





Few	hundred	of	events	in	several	years	of	running	



Few	hundred	of	events	in	several	years	of	running	



GALLEX results 
(Low energy ν measurements) 

Capture Rate expected in  
SSM for 71Ga * 

Source               Rate (SNU) 

    pp                            70.8 
   pep                            3.0 
   hep                           0.06 
   7Be                           34.3 
    8B                            14.0 
   13N                            3.8 
   15O                            6.1 
   17F                            0.06 

TOTAL              132 SNU 

Data/SSM  =   06.059.0 ±

*Bahcall 1990 



Ø observation of pp fusion in the solar core 
Ø definitive deficit of 7Be and pp ν not explainable by solar physics 

+ reliability of the radiochemical (solar-ν) experiments (ν-sources, As-test) 



GALLEX	legacy:	
• observa*on	of	pp	fusion	in	the	solar	core	

•  Construc*on	of	the	detector: 	1986-1990	
•  GALLEX	runs: 	May	14,	1991	–	Jan	23,	1997	
•  First	51Cr	ν	source	expt: 	Jun	1994	–	Oct	1994	
•  Second	51Cr	ν	source	expt: 	Oct	1995	–	Feb	1996	
•  Tests	with	71As: 	Feb	1997	–	Apr	1997	
•  Improvements	towards	GNO: 	Apr	1997	–	Apr	1998	
•  GNO	runs: 	May,	20	1998	–	Apr,	9	2003		

GALLEX	and	GNO	legacy	

• defini*ve	deficit	of	7Be	(or	
pp)	ν	not	explainable	by	
solar	physics	

•  reliability	of	the	
radiochemical	(solar-ν)	
experiments	(ν-sources,	
As-test)	



How?	Exposing	the	target	to	ν’s	of	suitable	energy	from	source	of	
known	ac*vity	in	the	same	condi*on	than	in	the	solar	exposures			

51Cr (EC) → 51V + νe  

51
24Cr 

Eγ = 320 keV 

431 keV 
(≅ 10%) 

751 keV 
 (≅ 90%) 

51
23V 



Response	of	GALLEX	to	51Cr	source	expts	

(1PBq	=	1015Bq	=	27.0	kCi)	

•  First	observa*on	of	
low	energy	ν	from	
ar*ficial	terrestrial	
source	

•  Confirma*on	of	
solar	ν	deficit	

•  General	check	of	
the	experiment	

•  Radiochemical	techniques	are	reliable:	it	is	possible	to	
extract	few	atoms	from	30	tons	and	to	count	their	decays	



71As	tests	in	GALLEX	
•  Introduc*on	of	about	105	atoms	of	

71As	inside	the	tank	in	the	solu*on	

• Repeated	tests	under	variable	
condi*ons	with	respect	to:	

• Method	and	magnitude	of	
carrier	addi*on	

• Mixing	and	extrac*on	condi*ons	

•  Standing	*me	

•  To	exclude	withholdings	(classical	or	
“hot-atom”	effects)	

71As -------------------> 71Ge 
EC(68%), β+(32%) 

T1/2 = 2.72 giorni 

Recovery factor = (99.9 ± 0.8) % 





| νe 〉 = cos θ | ν1〉 + sin θ | ν2 〉

| νµ 〉 = −sin θ | ν1〉 + cos θ | ν2 〉

| νe (t)〉 = cosθe
i E1 t | ν1〉 + e

i E2 tsinθ | ν2 〉

A(νe→ νµ ) = 〈νµ | νe (t)〉

Interac*on	eigenstates	are	linear	combina*on	of	mass	eigenstates	

An	electron	neutrino	evolves	in	*me	into	the	state	

Probability	amplitude	for	e-nu	to	mu-nu	conversion	

P(νe→ νµ ) =| A(νe→ νµ ) |
2

(E2 − E1) = (p2 +m2
2) − (p2 +m1

2) = Δm
2

2p

P(νe→ νµ ) = sin
2(2θ) sin2(Δm

2 L
4E

) = sin2(2θ) sin2(1.27Δm
2 L
E

)

Probability	of	nu-e	to	convert	into	nu-mu	

When	neutrinos	are	rela*vis*c	

Neutrinos	can	change	flavour	during	propaga*on	with	a	probability	

Vacuum	neutrino	oscilla*ons	

= −sinθ cosθeiE1t + cosθ sinθeiE2t

= sin2θ e
iE2t − eiE1t

2

Δm2 in eV2; L in km; E in GeV 



We have neglected common 
terms on the diagonal as they 
amount to an overall phase in 
the evolution.  

The full Hamiltonian in matter can then be obtained by 
adding the potential terms, diagonal in the flavour basis. 
For electron and muon neutrinos  

For antineutrinos the potential has the opposite sign.  

Neutrino	oscilla*ons	
in	maner	



In general, it is very difficult to find analytical solution to this problem.  

Solar neutrinos: MSW effect  
The oscillations in matter were first discussed in L. Wolfenstein, S. P. Mikheyev, A. Yu 
Smirnov.  
● Production in the center of the Sun: matter effects dominate at high energy, negligible at 
low energy.  
 
The probability of νe to be  

 νA  is cos2 θm  
 νB  is sin2 θm  

 
If matter effects dominate, sin2 θm� 1  
 
In presence of adiabaticity,  
νe à νB à ν2 à P=sin2 θ 
 



Super-K Experiment H2O Cerenkov Detectors  



Georg	Raffelt,	MPI	Physics,	Munich	 ISAPP	2011,	3/8/11,	Varenna,	Italy	

Super-Kamiokande:	Sun	in	the	Light	of	Neutrinos	
(8B	ν,	highest	energy	tail)	

Measured flux (1117 days) 
May �96 - April �00 

Φ =  scmsyststat //10.)(.)(03.040.2 2608.0
07.0 ×± +

−

Data/SSM =  .)(.)(005.0465.0 015.0
013.0 syststat +

−±



Sudbury	Neutrino	Observatory	(SNO)	

1000 tons D2O 
(12m Inner Vessel) 

•  Advantages	of	Heavy	vs	Light	Water	
–  	νe	+	d → p	+	p	+	e�			(D2O)	
–  	νe	+	e� → νe	+	e�							(H2O	or	D2O)	

–  Cross	sec*on	∝	(Ecm)2	=	s	
•  s	=	2	mtarget	Eν �
⇒ sN/se-	=	Mp/Me	≈	2000	
	

–  But	x5	more	electrons	in	H2O	than	n�s	

SNO	(1kton)		8.1	CC	events/day	
SuperK	(22ktons)		25	events/day	



SNO	Results	

ES = Elastic Scattering 
  νe = NC + CC 
  νµ or ντ  = NC only 

30 events/day 

3 events/day 

Ethr = 2.225 MeV 
a)  n + d → t + γ(6.26 MeV) 
b)  n + 35Cl → 36Cl + γ (8.5 MeV) 
c)   n + 3He → t + p  
3-9 events/day (for Eth=5 MeV) 



SNO	Physics	

Ahmad	et	al.	(SNO	Collabora*on),	PRL	89:011301,2002	
(nucl-ex/0204008)		

ΦNC=Φe+Φµτ 



2015	Physics	Nobel	Prize	for	Neutrino	Astronomy	

“for	the	discovery	of	neutrino	oscilla%ons,		
which	shows	that	neutrinos	have	mass”	



BOREXINO 
•  Reaction    :  νe + e- → νe + e-                    
•  Exp. site    :  Laboratori del Gran Sasso  (3300 m.w.e.) 
•  Target        :  300 tons (fid.:100 tons) liquid scintillator 

  Pseudocumen + PPO, sphere radius 18 m 
•  Goals        :  7Be neutrinos and neutrino spectroscopy.  

  time behaviour; geo-neutrinos ν
++→+ enpυ )2.2( MeVdpn γ+→+

�  Borexino	
Go	after	7Be	ν�s	
�  300	ton	liquid	scintillator	
�  2200	8-inch	phototubes	
�  Ee	>	250	keV	

	
�  Detect	νe	+	e� → νe	+	e�		

�  55	events/day	for	SSM	



Borexino	Collabora*on,	arXiv:1104.1816	

Solar	Neutrinos	in	Borexino	



Solar	Neutrinos	survival	probability	aoer	Borexino	

BX	day-night	
excluded	

All	solar	
neutrino	data	

MSW effect  
ν oscillation parameters’ space: 

Δm2 vs tanθ  

vacuum osc. 

matter effect osc. 

GX 



Δm2=10-5 eV2 

Eν=3 MeV 
L=180 km 
 
à 1.27Δm2L/Eν=0.8 

KAMLAND: reactor 
anti-neutrino do 

oscillate! 

Terrestrial “Solar Neutrinos” 
Can we convincingly verify oscillation 
with man-made neutrinos?      



Best-fit “solar” oscillation parameters 



Atmospheric	Neutrinos	
•  Another	evidence	for	ν	oscilla*ons	
•  First	atm.	ν	observa*ons:	
	

	•	Kamiokande	
	•	Soudan	
	•	IMB	

	

						and	then:		
	

	•	MACRO	LNGS		
	•	SUPERKAMIOKANDE	

Suppose	neutrinos	have	non-zero	masses.	
Mass	eigenstates	are	disc*nct	from	weak	interac*on	eigenstates.	



Main sources of atmospheric neutrinos: 
 π±, K ±  → µ ± + νµ( νµ) 
                     → e ± + νe( νe) + νµ(νµ) 

At higher energies most muons 
reach the Earth before decaying: 
 
                              
 
(increasing with E )         

2≈
ν+ν

ν+ν µµ

ee

2>
ν+ν

ν+ν µµ

ee

Atmospheric neutrino energies:  0.1 — 100 GeV 
Very low event rates: ~100 /year  for a 1000 ton detector 

Typical uncertainty on the atmospheric neutrino fluxes:  ± 30%  
(from uncertainties on the primary cosmic ray spectrum, on 
hadron production, etc.) 
Uncertainty on the  νµ / νe  ratio : ± 5%   

�Atmospheric� neutrinos 
e 

Primary cosmic ray  
interacting in the atmosphere  

DETECTOR 

For energies E < 2 GeV  most pions and muons  
decay before reaching the Earth: 





SUPERKAMIOKANDE 



SK	showed	that	at	L/E	of	atmospheric	neutrinos	
	

1)	νμ	DO	oscillate	
2)	νe	DO	NOT	oscillate	
	

	This	is	confirmed	by	CHOOZ	

•  Atmospheric	νμ	do	oscillate,	but	not	to	νe	
•  In	a	scenario	with	three	neutrinos,	νμ	do	oscillate	to	ντ		
•  Sterile	neutrinos?	
•  Direct	evidence	of	oscilla%on	to	ντ	is	from	OPERA	at	LNGS	(5	ντ	observed)	

Region of oscillation parameters 
(confidence level  90%): 
1.9 x 10–3 < Δm2 <  3.0 x 10–3 eV2

sin22θ  > 0.90 

ντ + N  → τ + X  requires  E(ντ) > 3.5 GeV;  
fraction of  τ → µ   decays  ≈ 18% 





OPERA 
@ LNGS 

How to detect tau vertex 



OPERA How to detect tau vertex 



Five ντ candidates observed until now 
Third candidate (muon decay) 

Fourth candidate (hadronic decay, single prong) 

Examples: 

• OPERA was designed to search for νµ→ ντ 
oscillations in appearance mode, i.e. by 
detecting the τ leptons produced in charged 
current ντ interactions.   

• The experiment took data from 2008 to 2012 
in the CERN Neutrinos to Gran Sasso beam.   

• Observation of the νµ→ ντ appearance, 
achieved with five candidate events.   

• Together with a further reduction of the 
expected background, the candidate events 
detected so far allow to assess the discovery of 
νµ→ ντ oscillations in appearance mode with a 
significance larger than 5 σ

PRL 115 (2015) 121802. 



A. Ereditato - CERN - 4 June 2010 52 

Event reconstruction (1) 



SK results for atmospheric neutrinos have been confirmed by “Long Baseline” expts 
- neutrino beams in the world (at the end of their projects) 



SK results for atmospheric neutrinos have been confirmed by “Long Baseline” expts 
- neutrino beams in the world (at the end of their projects) 

• Five ντ candidates observed 
• Discovery of ντ appearence 

• Expected ν interactions with osc. is 
104 (107 observed), 151 w/out. 

• MINOS 





Search for θ13 at reactors 



Daya Bay Anti-ν Detectors 





Experimental Results 
Summary of θ13 results 
Computed for ∆m23

2 = 2.4 · 10−3 eV2 

+  νµ→νe appearance expt.: 
T2K; OPERA 
and then NOνA; LBNE; … 



Critical Questions for Future Neutrino Physics Program 

1) Are neutrinos their own anti-particles? Dirac or Majorana neutrinos (0νββ) 
2) What are the scale of neutrino masses and the hierarchy of the neutrino mass 

ordering? (Oscillations indicate Δm2 ≠ 0, but unable to determine mν).  

•  Pure oscillation effects in νe disappearance: 
Juno  

•  Matter effects in νµ disappearance: INO, 
Pingu, Orca, HyperKamiokande  

•  Matter effects in νe appearance: NOνA, Dune, 
T2HK  

3) Do neutrinos violate the CP symmetry and 
contribute to the matter-antimatter asymmetry?   
Mainly two players: Dune and HyperKamiokande 



Is all discovered?  

ü A few experiments show (weak/not-strong) deviations (anomalies) from the 
3 flavor ν-osc paradigma: 
•  LSND at Los Alamos observed excess of  νe events in the νµ beam 
•  Mini-Boone confirmed anomaly at low energy in anti-neutrino mode but 

not in neutrino mode 
•  Gallium anomalies: events from calibration sources in GALLEX and 

SAGE are less than expected (2.8σ)  
•  Reactor anomalies: reanalysis of reactor expts show a (small) deficit of νe 

ü  It is too early to claim new physics. The only picture consistent with all data 
is the existence of sterile neutrinos 

 
ü A short-term program includes MCi neutrino sources (SOX in Borexino at 

LNGS); SBL (short-baseline) expt probing GeV νe appearance at short 
distances (100m – 1 km) 

– –


